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NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF MODERN LANGUAGES 
Department of Management Sciences 

 

Model Paper 

Entry Test-MBA Executive 

  

INSTRUCTIONS 

1. The duration of the test is 60 Minutes (1 Hours). Total Marks are 75. 

2. Write your Roll Number on each page of the answer sheet. 

3. This test has three Sections “A”, “B” and “C” 

 

 

English  

Choose the correct choice. 

 

Total Marks= 75 (1.5 Mark each) 

1) Sometimes there are ‘unexpected respites’ which means that there are short periods of 

_______. 

a) Rain   b) relief   c) sunshine    d) work 

2) A prankster is someone who likes _______. 

a) Getting up late  b) playing tricks  c) pricking needles  d) watching TV 

3) In the sentence ‘At last he has something tangible which he could tackle.’ The word tangible 

means _______. 

a) Emotional   b) professional   c) substantial   d) useful 

 

Quantitative 

4) Tanveer’s flower business sells floral arrangements for Rs.35.To make his desired profit; 

Tanveer needs a 40% markup on selling price. What do floral arrangements cost Tanveer? 

a) Rs 21  b) Rs 25  c) Rs 30  d) None of these 

5) Harry made $16,000 last year at his job. He paid 11% in income tax. How much was his tax? 

a) 176   b) 16011  c) 1760   d) 4500 
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6) Invoice was dated December 1st. The terms 3/15 mean that 3% discount is offered if                 

invoice is paid up to 15th December. What is the net payment for invoice value of Rs. 35,000 if 

paid up to 15th December. 

a) Rs33,950  b) Rs34,500  c) Rs32,950  d) Rs 31950 

 

Analytical 

7 . If in your college hostel mess, you find that the vegetable curry being served for the last ten 

days is having a lot of stones and you are fed up with it. What will you do? 

A.  Buy your own vegetables and cook it in your room  

B.  Leave consuming the vegetables altogether  

C.  Speak with cook to change the vegetable  

D.  Bring the matter to the notice of the mess in charge and if nothing is done by him, then 

inform the hostel administration  

 

8. Starting in 1985, all drivers had to wear helmets if they have to drive a two wheeler. From 

which of the following can this statement be properly inferred? 

A.  Some drivers may have worn helmets before 1985, but all two wheeler drivers were 

required to wear them beginning in 1985  

B.  No drivers had to wear helmets before 1985  

C.  Two wheelers drivers were the first to be required to wear helmets  

D.  Two wheelers drivers had to wear helmets prior to 1985  

 

9. Which of the following is different from the rest three? 

                A.  Shrub      B.  Flower  

                C.  Tree      D.  Herb 


